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Children will love to learn all about their Chinese zodiac animal with this great multicultural book for

kids.Which Chinese zodiac animal are you? A clever rat? A brave tiger? A hardworking ox? Or an

energetic dragon?In ancient China, each sign marked a different year in a 12-year calendar. Over

time, people believed that a person's character and destiny were somehow decided by his or her

zodiac animal. Chinese Zodiac Animals explains the traits of each animal sign and what luck the

future might hold for the person born under that sign. Chinese Zodiac Animals is a fun and

informative way to learn about an important part of Chinese traditional culture.
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"This small-format guide teaches readers about characteristics of their Chinese zodiac signs,

conveyed by cute cartoon illustrations: a "selfless" sheep tends to a broken robot, while an

"impulsive and willful" horse goes skydiving. Tang includes advice about choosing professions,

money management, as well as lucky colors and compatible signs. Readers with burgeoning

interests in horoscopes should find it an engaging diversion." â€”Publishers Weekly"â€¦a fun and

informative way to learn about the ancient Chinese Zodiac, explaining the traits of each animal sign

and what luck the future might hold for the person born under that sign." â€”Kid World Citizen blog



Sanmu Tang Studio was founded in 2003 in China's Shijiazhuang City. The studio's dedicated

professional designers have a rich experience in illustration. Their work includes the English

language series Chinese Festivals. Some of their digital work are now available on Apple's online

store.

I love this book on Chinese Zodiac signs. :)

This book was as described and arrived promptly. I recommend the seller. It was for my grandson to

supplement a gift I had bought him in China based on his Zodiac sign. He is 7 years old and can

read it by himself. He was very interested to learn more about his year, the year of the pig. This

book earned me some granny points!

Pictures so adorable. My kids love it. Love teaching my kids about the meaning behind each animal

year.

We used this book to teach our daughter who's 5 and her class about the chinese zodiac. Then the

adults got into it too!

Very cool to learn about all the different animals and the 'traits' people born into them may have.

A fun introduction to the Chinese view of a type of horoscope Kids will love seeing which animal

they are associated with.

Good information about the animals found in Chinese New Year celebrations.

Great kids book that describes the personalities of the different zodiac characters. Very cute. Great

gift for Zodiac Baby Shower Basket!
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